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This volume examines the multifarious dimensions that constitute the workings of the Hindu temple as an architectural and urban built form.
Eleven chapters reflect on Hindu temples from multiple standpoints - tracing their elusive evolution from wayside shrines as well as
canonization into classical objects; questioning the role of treatises containing their building rules; analyzing their prescribed proportions and
orders; examining their presence in, and as, larger sacred habitats and ritua...
Study of M?nasoll?sa, work on the education of princes by Some?vara, III, Chalukya Emperor, 12th cent.
This is the first Volume in English.This is an adaptation of the renowned Deivattin Kural, which is a compilation of discourses of Kanchi
Kamakoti Pithadhipati Sri Chandrashekhrendra Saraswati Mahaswamigal also known as Mahaperiyavaa. The original work was compiled by
Ra Ganapathy and for the benifit of English speaking public, an adaptation in English is presented.
Jaredites: The Missing Civilization X Jim Hendleman This book covers the origin and archaeological development of selected categories of
civilized elements identified as being "Jaredite" in origin. It is an attempt to elevate the Jaredite civilization into the light of day from the
heretofore dark mists of history where science has forced it for the last 2,500-years. The Jaredite Civilization spanned a possible 2,530-years
in length and their known achievements alone have far exceeded those of modern man's successes in many regards. In c.2500 BC, the
Jaredites built a pair of concrete super highways over 2,700-miles, complete with paved exits and a secondary road network, nearly the entire
length of the South American continent. Their civilization could answer the riddles of the Sphinx; the questions of who built the pyramids, and
why; the mystery and likely origin of UFO's; prove whether or not George Lucas had the only ET; detail what Noah brought aboard the Ark
besides three of his sons and their families and provide an answer to the question posed to Dr J. Robert Oppenheimer by a student as to
whether Alamogordo's nuclear bomb in July 1945 was the first ever atomic bomb explosion in history. Many other possible but likely Jaredite
achievements are incredibly fascinating and await only an honest archaeological effort to prove them. The historical facts exist; they are real
and three-dimensional but to date, standard classical science has relegated them to the dustbin of history's forgotten basement closet. Satan
has made a tremendous effort since mankind's beginning to keep man blinded to the true historical facts of our heritage, causing the
deliberate destruction of millions of artifacts, scrolls, books and their libraries throughout the world to do so. This book is but a small effort to
expose and make known a portion of mankind's previously hidden, but rightful heritage.
Nataraja, the dancing Siva sculpture, is perhaps the most well-known among all Hindu sculptures, and rightly so. It has evoked highly
advanced discussions among scientists, philosophers, performing artists, art critics, art collectors, historians, archaeologists and
mythologists. The Nataraja sculpture also occupies a pride of a place at CERN, the European Centre for Research in Particle Physics in
Geneva. Siva, according to Hindu Mythology, was the very first dancer in the world. All dramaturgy and dance traditions emerge from Siva’s
cosmic dance. Tandu, Siva’s disciple narrated the description of Siva’s dance to Bharata Muni and he is believed to have compiled the
Natyasastra, the world’s first treatise on dramaturgy, dance and other performing arts. Scholars believe that the Natyasastra was written over
a long period of time between the 2nd century BCE and 2nd century CE with contributions from various sages, with its foundation having
been laid by Bharata Muni. Convergence between Hindu mythology, Natyasastra and Silpasastra was the natural outcome. Karnataka, and
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its temple architecture tradition, played a pioneering role in giving an artistic form to this convergence in its temple sculptures. Though this
trend may have started earlier during 2nd and 3rd century CE, it started to take the center stage from the times of the Badami Chalukyas.
Passing through various refinements between 5th and 10th centuries, it reached its peak with the Hoysala art. This book traces the history of
temple sculpture evolution and development through the centuries by referring to the existing sculptural forms and the canonical literature that
developed over time.
The worship of the Divine as another has an ancient history and persists in many cultures to the present day. The evolution of Goddess
worship in India from the proto historic period to the Sixth century has been studied with relevant sculptural examples. A perusal of select
texts provides a literary basis for this study. Further, the symbolic significance behind the icons comes to light by understanding the technical
aspects of iconography. The book attempts to trace the various manifestations of the Devi such as Sri and Durga, from the historic, artistic
and esoteric view points. The image becomes an icon to the faithful when installed in a temple with due rites. This has been exemplified by
descriptions of select sites of Goddess worship in Karnataka.
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The book reveals unearthed discoveries explaining scientific and technical details of vimana shasthra. For the first time in history 3D
modelling of Vedic Vimanas are done and their CFD analysis revealing the flying abilities of the Vedic space crafts. Greatest thing is that
Famous former DRDO, ISRO Indian Scientists encouragement for the works in the book, also a foreign former NASA scientist special chapter
on antigravity is in the book. The re- translations of the vimana shasthra shlokas revealing advanced aerial wars, defence systems, along with
eco-friendly manufacturing, propulsion, space travel. A fantastic rendition of modern technology, uncover the 3D printing, and 4D printing
possibilities of Vimana 3D models.
Classical work on Hindu architecture.
??????????, ????: ?????????????????; ??????????????; ?????????????.
This Is The First Volume Of The Six-Volume History Of Indian Theatre. Written By An Eminent Scholar M.L, Varadpande This Veritable
Encyclopedia Speaks About An Early Phase Of India S Theatre History, Which Also Is The History Of India S Fine Arts. For The First Time
The Origin And Evolution Of Theatrical Arts In India Is Traced In An Elaborate Manner Providing An Insight Into One Of The Oldest Theatrical
Traditions Of The World. The Book Draws From The Sources Including Mesolithic Cave Paintings, Ancient Archaeological Finds And Mass
Of Literature Belonging To The Vedic And Buddhist Era To Give You The Complete Picture Of India S Theatre History.In A Lucid Style It
Tells About Ritualistic Dances And Hunt Dramas Of Aboriginals; Statuettes Of Dancers, Jesters And String Manipulated Puppet Toys
Belonging To Earliest Known Urban Civilization Of India The Indus Civilization; Dramatic Rituals Full Of Dancing, Singing And Music; The
Dancing Gods And Compositions In Dialogue Form Of Early Aryans; The Troupes Of Actors Moving In The Country Enacting Humorous
Plays And Erotic Dances; Efforts Of The State Administration To Impose Entertainment Tax And Strict Code Of Censors And The Flourishing
Theatre Of The People. The Book Also Tells About The Advent Of Greeks In India And Their Theatrical Activities, Staging Of A Play Agen In
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The Military Camp Of Alexander The Great And The Play Written In Greek And Indian Languages Found In Egypt. It Discusses The Problem
Of Greek Influence On Indian Theatre In Detail And Speaks About Indian View Of Theatre.This Well-Documented And Profusely Illustrated
Work Presents An Enchanting Panorama Of India S Early Theatre History In A Manner At Once Scholarly And Interesting. Known For His
Erudition And Profound Scholarship, M.L. Varadpande (B; 1936) Is An Eminent Theatre Historian Of India. His Major Works Published By
Abhinav Publications Are Traditions Of Indian Theatre, Ancient Indian And Indo-Greek Theatre, Religion And Theatre And Krishna Theatre In
India. His Other Well-Known Works On Indian Theatre Are Invitation To An Indian Theatre And The Critique Of Indian Theatre (Ed.). The
Sahita Akademi, India S National Academy Of Letters, Has Published His Book Shripad Krishna Kolhatkar In Marathi (Out Of Print), Hindi
(Second Edition) And Punjabi. It Is Now Being Translated Into English. His Forthcoming Works Are The Mahabharata In Performance And
Ankia Nat: Vaishnava Opera Of Assam. As A Research Fellow Of The Indian Council Of Historical Research He Is Working On The
Research Project Temple Theatre In India.
An informative book written by an expert deals with ancient mural paintings/art of India in protected monuments and unprotected or privately
owned structures, subject of the importance in art, history of art and archaeological understanding and preservation important to students,
teachers, scholars, artist.

Papers presented at a ceremony in Madras, Sept. 1, 1985, in honor of ?rudra, b. 1925, Telugu author.
Research papers on Sanskrit and science.
Description: In this book Dr. K.L. Srivastava deals with the Position of the Hindus under the Sultans of Delhi. In the peculiar
conditions of India in this period, the political behaviour of Muslim rulers towards the Hindus was often influenced by Muslim
religious and constitutional doctrines. In spite of the fact that there is dearth of dependable data on several aspects of this problem,
the scholars have directly stated contradictory views. Under such circumstances, a researcher feels handicapped at arriving at
exact conclusions. Confronting all these difficulties, the author has scanned both Hindu and Muslim sources and presented a
compact and comprehensive treatment of the subject. Wherever he has divergent views from other writers, he cites sound fads for
proving the truth of his arguments. He has given a detailed account of the employment of the Hindus in the State services, the
condition of Hindu traders and the mode of living of the Hindus in communities and societies. Moreover the contribution of Sufi
saints to the propagation of Islam is also thoroughly expressed.
Offers the first overarching history of the humanities from Antiquity to the present.
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Un mondo inesplorato, una viaggio oltre i confini della storia umana. Da oltre cinquemila anni India e Pakistan sembrano gelosamente
custodire un passato dimenticato, un segreto racchiuso all'interno delle più antiche tradizioni che la storia umana conosca. Il viaggio ha inizio
da una civiltà estremamente evoluta ma caduta nell’oblio, una cultura che lasciò ai posteri una imponente quantità di testi trasmessi in forma
orale e confluiti successivamente nell’induismo. Tradizioni in cui si parla di civiltà perdute, guerre combattute tra uomini e dei con tecnologie
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estremamente avanzate e macchine in grado di volare nell'aria e nello spazio denominate Vimana. All'alba dei tempi, secondo gli antichi testi
indiani, gli dei combatterono sulla Terra sanguinose guerre attraverso l'utilizzo di questi velivoli ed impiegando 'armi divine' capaci di
distruggere interi popoli. Dietro i miti esiste sempre una realtà storica, questo libro penetra nella loro complessità per recuperarne elementi
tangibili e concreti. Dopo anni di studi ed indagini compiuti in diversi paesi, l'autore presenta la più accurata analisi mai effettuata su questi
enigmi storici, scoprendo e recuperando antichissime tradizioni e svelando incredibili parallelismi con le più moderne scoperte scientifiche.
Ripercorrendo le tracce e gli studi condotti negli anni '70 da David William Davenport, viene posta nuova luce sulle vicende che portarono alla
distruzione della città di Mohenjo Daro (Pakistan) e alla scomparsa della civiltà Harappa legando la loro storia a rovine sommerse scoperte
nell'Oceano Indiano e datate ad oltre 10.000 anni fa. Affrontare questa ricerca ha condotto ad un lungo viaggio alle radici della storia umana,
della sua essenza, a ricercare il luogo dove ebbe origine e dove la sua grandezza vide la più eccelsa fioritura. Il volume ripercorre con taglio
analitico e scientifico la riscoperta di remote tradizioni e dei loro contenuti estremamente avanzati presentando al lettore nuove evidenze che
potrebbero condurre a riscrivere la storia stessa della nostra civiltà e a vedere con occhi diversi le origini della nostra specie. Gli elementi
necessari per comprendere questo enigma storico sono già a nostra disposizione, seguendo le parole di Marcel Proust forse “il vero viaggio
di scoperta non consiste nel cercare nuove terre ma nell'avere nuovi occhi” per riscoprirle e comprenderle.
A New History of the HumanitiesThe Search for Principles and Patterns from Antiquity to the PresentOxford University Press
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